
Sports as a Unifying Agent” is more than just a slogan of PrimeTime  
Basketball (PrimeTime). It is core to our mission and belief system. But 
equally important, it is good business. As the leadership team of Prime-
Time discussed the launch of the league in the summer of 2022 in the U.S., 
we were looking for ways to build a “buzz” and a following entering our 
inaugural season. We collectively realized that a major investment would 
be needed to build a brand and league awareness. We thought of all the 
typical PR initiatives – press releases, speaking tour, exhibition games, 
and advertising – both traditional and on-line including social media. 

However, while all those traditional methods could prove effective, we realized it would take 
a major investment to promote the league and we would be competing against other forms 
of traditional PR. But most importantly, we would be competing with the 2021-22 NBA sea-
son and all the hype that comes with it. We discussed how we let fans around the world know 
about our league and values. We realized that now, perhaps more than ever, people are 
looking for a reason to feel good and a positive message to embrace and get excited about.
2020 and early 2021 had its share of challenges – COVID, racial and social injustice, rising 
levels of hate specifically targeted against Jews in the form of anti-Semitism, and a broken 
political system. We realized that PrimeTime could turn lemons into lemonade. With a league 
of mostly African American players, we saw an opportunity to further build bridges between 
peoples and nations; we could promote a message of coexistence; we would provide the 
world with a much-needed positive message and a return to normalcy after COVID. That led 
us to the Abrahamic Unity Tour.

We realized that not only could we participate in the momentum of peace and normalization 
between Israel and its Arab neighbors, but also we could enhance it and help contribute 
to its success. We would also be able to build ties and foster coexistence between African 
Americans, Jews, and Muslims not only in the U.S., but also around the world. 

Imagine a plane of mostly African American, former NBA players landing in Israel and be-
ing met by Ambassadors from Israel, the UAE, Bahrain, Morocco, and other African nations. 
Imagine PrimeTime players conducting camps with Jewish, Muslim, and Christian children 
playing and learning together. Imagine our players touring and learning firsthand and on 
the ground about the Holy Land – whether it be praying at the Western Wall, walking the 
Stations of the Cross, being baptized in the Jordan River, visiting the home of Mary, Joseph, 
and Jesus in Nazareth, or visiting the Al-Aqsa Mosque, the third holiest site in Islam. Imagine 
the players touring and learning about the horrors of the Holocaust by visiting Yad Vashem 
and meeting survivors who made it to Israel. Imagine what an emotional experience this will 
be. And now, imagine the press coverage. Imagine the social media coverage. Imagine the 
fan following. Imagine the buzz this will generate. 
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PrimeTime is planning on taking 2 out of its 8 inaugural teams 
on a 17-day tour of Israel, the United Arab Emirates, and Bahrain. 
(Please see Addendum A for a tentative list of players and coach-
es making the tour.) The first stop will consist of 10 days in Isra-
el. The Israeli Ministry of Foreign Affairs has formerly endorsed  
the initiative and is enthusiastically cooperating with the Prime-
Time League. 

In Israel, the 2 PrimeTime teams will play against each other in 
Israel/Tel Aviv’s largest arena. This game will enable us to show-
case the high, and professional level of play to fans in Israel. In 
addition, PrimeTime will contract with a streaming service so that 
viewers in the U.S. and around the world, can watch the game and 
begin following the league.  The streaming of games during the 
entire tour presents a revenue opportunity. 

In addition to the interleague PrimeTime game, PrimeTime will 
play 2 additional games in Israel – one in Jerusalem and one in 
either Haifa or Ashdod. These games will exhibit the true unify-
ing agent of sports. PrimeTime will be joined by 5 players each 
from Israel, the UAE, and Bahrain. As opposed to playing country 
against country, we will be mixing teams with players from each 
nation to create 4 teams consisting of African Americans, Israe-
lis, Emiratis, and Bahrainis. Teams consisting of Jews, Christians, 
and Muslims, uniting in sports to combat racism, anti-Semitism,  
and Islamophobia.  

In Israel, our players, along with the team members from Israel, 
UAE, Bahrain, and Israel, will spend time touring Israel and ex-
ploring the history of Judaism, Christianity, and Islam. They will 
visit sites such as the Western Wall, Al-Aqsa Mosque, Dome of the 
Rock, the Stations of the Cross, Gethsemane, Church of the Holy 
Sepulcher, and the site of the Last Supper. A united delegation 
will visit Yad Vashem, Israel’s Holocaust Museum and meet with 
survivors. Our players will also meet with members of the Ethio-
pian community who were rescued from Ethiopia and brought to 
Israel while learning about the history and persecution that the 
largest community of black Jews faced in Africa and their journey 
to emigrate to Israel. 
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Our players will also spend time volunteering with several nonprofits. We will be conducting basketball clinics and 
camps throughout the country. All events will include children of all faiths; perhaps with none being more important 
than the camp we will host in Jerusalem where we will sponsor children from East and West Jerusalem, Jews, Chris-
tians, and Muslims. 

In Jerusalem, PrimeTime will also partner with Hapoel Jerusalem, an Israeli professional soccer team, to promote a 
positive message of unity and opportunity to Israeli and Palestinian children. We will also partner with Artists 4 Israel. 
Artists 4 Israel “A4I” prevents the spread of anti-Israel bias and helps heal people affected by hate. A4I’s international 
network of artists are agents of change engaged in social impact projects in Israel and around the world. They put Art 
Over Hate. Their creativity and talents beautify society, uplift people, and enhance our understanding of Israel. We 
will also spend time with nonprofits such as Innovate Africa which focuses on bringing electricity and clean drinking 
water to rural and poor communities in Africa as well as the OneFamily Fund that supports victims of terror attacks.

And, because we care about the long-term financial condition of our players, we will meet with entrepreneurs from 
across Israel’s technology sector. Israel has been referred to as the Start-Up Nation, is the 3rd largest recipient of 
venture capital investments, and is second only to the U.S. in the number of unicorns (private companies with a 
valuation in excess of $1 billion). We will visit Waze, Google, Microsoft, and Intel’s Israeli headquarters, as well as Mo-
bileye (leader in driverless vehicles), SodaStream (acquired by Pepsico), and some of the world’s leading sports-tech 
companies. We want to have our players make connections with some of the world’s greatest innovators and provide 
them with the opportunities to become top-tier investors and create true, multi-generational wealth for their families.

After our trip to Israel is complete, we will fly to the UAE and then Bahrain, with the players who joined us from Israel, 
the UAE, and Bahrain to begin a 5-day tour in Dubai and Abu Dhabi followed by 2 days in Bahrain. In the UAE, we will 
play exhibition games in both Dubai and Abu Dhabi and in Bahrain, we will play in its capital, Manama. One game in 
the UAE will be between the two PrimeTime teams, and one will consist of the blended unity teams. In Bahrain, we will 
play one game with the blended unity teams. 

Our players will meet with members of UAE’s and Bahrain’s political leadership and learn firsthand about the nations’ 
desire to normalize relations with Israel. We will meet with scholars and religious leaders who will discuss the Emir-
atis and Bahraini’s long history of tolerance and coexistence. A special highlight will include a visit and presentation 
on the building of the Abrahamic Family House in the UAE. The Abrahamic Family House will be a beacon of mutual 
understanding, harmonious coexistence, and peace among people of faith and goodwill. It consists of a mosque, 
church, synagogue, and educational center to be built on Saadiyat Island, the cultural heart of Abu Dhabi in the United 
Arab Emirates. 

Through its design, it captures the values shared between Judaism, Christianity, and Islam, and serves as a powerful 
platform for inspiring and nurturing understanding and acceptance between people of goodwill. This will serve to 
further cement PrimeTime Basketball’s leadership role in promoting tolerance and coexistence. The UAE will host 
the entire PrimeTime delegation, members from the Israeli and Bahraini teams, and religious leaders from all three 
faiths, for a secular Shabbat dinner. A Shabbat dinner, in an Arab country, attended by all those who believe in toler-
ance and coexistence. It will be a momentous and unforgettable experience.

In addition, PrimeTime will be conducting basketball camps and clinics for children throughout the UAE and Bahrain 
as well as visiting other Emirati and Bahraini nonprofits. As we will do in Israel, PrimeTime players will interact with 
top Emirati and Bahrani investors and will have the opportunity to network and learn from some of the world’s leading 
innovators and investors.
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A D D E N D U M  A

Tentative List of Players and Coaches*

P L A Y E R S

Michael Beasley
Joe Johnson
Nate Robinson
Jamal Crawford
Carlos Boozer
Carlos Arroyo
Amare Stoudemire
Donte Green
Corsley Edwards
Alex Scales
Andre Brown
Smush Parker
Will Frisby
Daniel “Boobie” Gibson
Randy Gill
Andre Barrett
Maurice “Moe” Evan’s
Robert Hite
Ricky Davis

C O A C H E S

Tim Hardaway
Mitch Richmond
Kenny Anderson
Nick Anderson

*Subject to change.

PrimeTime Basketball believes that this Abrahamic Unity Tour will 
be an innovative, dramatic, unique, and successful way to introduce 
the league to fans in the U.S. and around the world. The media at-
tention – both traditional and social – should far exceed what any 
other league has been able to achieve at its inception. We are excit-
ed we will be able to do this while affording our players the oppor-
tunity to take a leadership role in creating a much more tolerant just 
and peaceful world.

While we view this tour as an investment in the launch of the league, 
there will also be revenue generating opportunities that will exist 
via sponsorships, streaming services, merchandising, VIP travel 
packages, and ticket sales. 

We hope you will join us in this endeavor. 

Peace. Shalom. Salam.

brand
Awareness
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